Targi Lublin S.A.

Lublin Trade Fair Joint-Stock Company was set
up in 1999. Since then, the company has
been engaged in organising diversified
events. The company’s property is adjusted to
organising trade fairs, but also conventions,
conferences, training courses and many
others.
Convenient location is one of the advantages
of Lublin Trade Fair. Situated in the heart of
the city, the company adjoins the railway
station and lies within about 15-minute travel
of Lublin Airport.
Lublin Trade Fair consists of broad zones,
both indoor and outdoor, targeted at
exhibitions and conferences:
- two halls with the floor space of 8 000 and
2 800 square metres respectively, without
inner divisions,
- two conference halls, each capable of
holding 150 people,
- outer exhibition space with a surface area of
5 000 square metres,
- parking lot for 600 vehicles.
Products & Services: SELECTED PROJECTS
EXECUTED BY LUBLIN TRADE FAIR: - AGROPARK Agricultural Trade Fair A renowned
event, the aim of which is the presentation
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of modern technological solutions applied in
agriculture, plant cultivation and breeding.
The trade fairs with similar characteristics
held by the company are: VEGE-FRUIT EXPO,
directed especially at fruit and vegetables
producers; Private Label Show, focused upon
sales networks and FMCG private
entrepreneurs. - LUBDOM Construction Trade
Fair The event crucial for the construction
industry accumulating the producers and
distributors of building and finishing
materials, engineering and architectural
offices, service companies and construction
consulting companies. What constitutes the
main motif of LUBDOM is the passive and
energy-saving construction with a
simultaneous application of modern
technologies. - INFOSTRADA Broadband
Technologies Trade Fair, ENERGETICS Lublin
Trade Fair for Energetics Broadband
Technologies Trade Fair is a project focalised
upon the field of telecommunications
infrastructure as well as the construction and
execution of broadband networks. A separate
project – Lublin Trade Fair for Energetics, the
leading Polish nationwide event in the scope
of traditional energetics – is performed
simultaneously. Apart from trade fairs and
exhibition projects, Lublin Trade Fair together
with partners co-create other events
connected with business, entertainment and
culture, i.a.: conferences, conventions,
business meetings, concerts, galas, forums.
The examples of the projects of this type
which have been held within the last few
years are: Nuclear Medicine Convention,
International Ophthalmic Conference, Eastern
Business Forum, Falkon – Polish Nationwide
Fantasy Festival, Fantastic Concert – music
and light show.
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